
EE 434 Final Exam/Project Presentations 
 
The Final Project Presentations will be held during the Final Exam time, currently scheduled for 
Monday, May 09, 1330-1630 in TBD. 
 
The following guidelines apply:  
 

• Presentations should be 25 minutes in length, with up to 10 minutes for Q&A, for a 
nominal 35-45 minutes per group. Presentations that go beyond 25 minutes will be 
abruptly cut off.  

• Assuming 2 minutes per slide, your presentation should consist of no more than 12 slides 
in the body of the presentation, one title slide, one outline slide, and one conclusion slide 
(13 maximum). 

• Your presentations should be geared toward an audience that is generally knowledgeable 
in communications but does not know the specifics of wireless communications or 
electronic warfare (i.e., you do need to explain, on a basic level, things like: RC Car 
center frequency, bandwidth, transmitted signal, noise/tone/AWGN jamming, GNU 
Radio, spoofing, etc.). Questions on level of depth for a given topic can be addressed to 
the instructor for clarification. 

 
Mechanics 
 
For the first 5 minutes of your presentation: pick one topic or activity (it can be the same for the 
group or different for different people) that we covered during the semester.  Provide a brief 
overview of that topic/activity, what you learned or what about it resonated with you, and either 
how it caused you to view the world of wireless differently or what you’ll remember about it five 
years from now. 
 
The remainder of your presentation will be an overview of the EE434 vs. EE354 Cyber Warfare 
Exercise.  Be prepared to demonstrate and discuss the following: 
 

• Constraints of the exercise. 
• Your approach, tradeoffs, and any initial testing you performed to evaluate your system. 
• The final EW system you used, including clearly labeled block diagram, with 

frequencies, power levels, etc. 
• What (if any) real-time adjustments you needed to make to the system. 
• What (if any) adjustments you made to counter EE354 Electronic Protection efforts. 
• Qualitative assessment of your effectiveness. 
• If the positions were reversed, what would you do to counter being jammed or spoofed? 

 



Suggested format for the presentation: 
 
Introduction & Problem Statement. Provide a brief overview/need/motivation of your 
project and address the need/motivation, goals, and objectives for the project. 
 
Background. Provide a brief overview of any necessary background material.  Use this section 
to educate your audience on any specifics they will need to know to understand the technical 
details of your project component.  Limit to a maximum of 1/3 of your presentation, or 3 slides. 
 
Methodology/Approach. Describe briefly how you went about addressing your problem. 
Analysis, simulation, design, and code examples should be presented in this section. 
 
Results. 1-2 Slides that summarize the major findings and results of your work. Compare 
predicted vs. measured data, predicted vs. actual performance, and share any results that 
demonstrate whether your project was successful. 
 
Discussion & Conclusion. Discuss what worked and what didn’t work. If something was 
unsuccessful, explain why it was unsuccessful and what (if anything) needs to be 
addressed/improved/corrected to make it successful. If you had success, explain how your 
success fits into the broader context of the problem you are addressing. 
 



  
Presentation Score 

Item 0 3 5 Score 
(0–5) Weight Score 

Introduction Not given 
Need, and objectives 

presented but 
incomplete 

Clear & concise “forest 
view” of project 

 
x 2 =   

Problem 
Overview Missing Present but not 

motivated or vague. 

Mission and expected 
outcome clearly motivated 

and articulated 

 
x 1 =  

Engineering 
Requirements 

Missing or 
Insufficient level of 

detail for design 

Incomplete description 
of important material; 

not justified, 
quantified, or too 

abstract. 

Present, clearly 
articulated, and 

appropriately formed. 

 

x 3 =  

Design 
Architecture 

Insufficient level of 
detail for design 

Some but not all of the 
approach is described; 

missing steps or 
incomplete 

information. 

Block diagrams & 
functional descriptions 

clearly provided.  Clearly 
described approach to 
analyzing the problem 
space and associated 
engineering process. 

 

x 5 =  

Engineering 
Analysis 

Barely substantiate 
data, simulation, or 
predicted results; no 

discussion 
performance 

differences between 
predicted and tested. 

Some discussion of 
data, simulation, or 

predictions; delineated 
the origin of some 

performance 
differences between 
predicted and tested. 

Clearly and concisely 
discussed data, 

simulation, and predicted 
results and tied all three 

together.  Clearly 
delineated the origin of 

performance differences; 
identified contributors. 

 

x 5 =   

Response to 
Questions 

Team is completely 
thrown or defensive 

Team struggled with 
some questions but 

maintained composure 

Answered questions 
readily and professionally 

 
x 1 =  

Slide Quality Completely illegible Some slides are 
difficult to read 

Slides are legible, correct, 
and visually appealing 

 
 x 2 =   

Professionalism 
Mumbling and/or no 

eye contact; too 
long/short 

Low energy; 
presentation contains 
typos, seems rough, 

inadequate figure/slide 
titles. 

Dynamic and  
charismatic; Presentation 
is polished, professional, 

and clearly delivered 

 

x 1 =  

Presentation 
Score:    

 
Sum:   

 


